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Abstract

This article situates the collecting practices of museums of natural history in the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries in dialogue with similar practices amongst societies in the Pacific by focus-
ing on how European curators, dealers in natural history and Pacific Islanders shared a common fas-
cination with Spondylus shells. In particular, this article examines the processes for turning
Spondylus shells into unique or duplicate specimens. Spondylus shells were crucial for regulating
gift and commercial exchanges in the societies of both regions. Famously, the anthropologist
Bronisław Malinowski claimed that these shells were an essential element of the gift-based kula
exchange, which helped him distinguish Western capitalist society from less developed societies
without commercial trade. Yet Spondylus shells were also collected and exchanged as gifts amongst
British and European naturalists in this period, performing the same roles as in Melanesia. In add-
ition, such gift exchanges could only come into being thanks to the actions of commercially moti-
vated dealers, located both in the Pacific and in Europe, who were the suppliers of these shells both
to Melanesian participants in the kula and to Western natural historians and collectors. These obser-
vations call into question earlier arguments that equate modernity with the rise of commercial cap-
italism. It is instead claimed that commercial and gift exchanges were intricately connected and
reliant on each other throughout the period, whether in the worlds of Western museums or in
Pacific archipelagos. The act of turning Spondylus shells into unique or duplicate specimens was
the key tool for regulating these exchanges.

Looking for difference amongst a sea of similarity is a recurring theme in Vakutan
thinking.1

Here is a Spondylus shell that entered the British Museum in the nineteenth century, ori-
ginally collected by the Valparaiso sailmaker Hugh Cuming somewhere in the Pacific.2

And here are three more Spondylus shells from the same museum that Bronisław
Malinowski collected in Melanesia during the First World War (Figures 1–5).3 Now, in
2021, they are clearly not duplicates of each other: they perform different functions
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1 Shirley F. Campbell, The Art of Kula, Oxford: Berg, 2002, p. 86.
2 On this specimen see Peter Dance, Rare Shells, London: Faber and Faber, 1969, p. 122.
3 Spondylus shells, London, British Museum, Inv. Oc, M. 300–302, collector: Bronisław Malinowski.
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even if they may well have been considered mutually interchangeable with each other
when they were first found in the Pacific. Cuming’s shell is in the Natural History
Museum, an institution that became legally independent of the British Museum only in
1963, and the shells in its collections help malacologists develop taxonomies of molluscs.
The animal remains collected by Malinowski are preserved, in turn, in the Department of
Africa, Oceania, and the Americas of the British Museum, where they ‘represent the cul-
tures of indigenous peoples’.4 They are unique objects whose identity hinges on their
intricate connections to the kula, the complex, reciprocal gift exchange of Trobriand
Islanders that Malinowski described. Sitting in London, one of the most important centres
of twenty-first-century finance and capital, the Spondylus shells of the Natural History
Museum and the British Museum are part of a public collection that cannot be sold.
They are just as removed from commercial society as Malinowski claimed they were
when circulating in Melanesia.5

As this special issue reveals, museums are commonly understood to be repositories of
unique objects that have been removed from commercial circulation, an exceptional insti-
tution in Western capitalist societies. While museums are allowed to buy objects on the
market, their ability to dispose of objects is often limited to exchanges for other objects

Figures 1, 2. Two views of the same Spondylus regius specimen, Linnaeus, 1758, registration number NHMUK

1837.12.1.3751. Locality: Sooloo Sea. Ex-Broderip collection number 3751, ex-Tankerville collection number 622.

London, Museum of Natural History. Photograph by Kevin Webb, NHMUK Photographic Unit, © Natural

History Museum of London.

4 The British Museum, ‘Department of Africa, Oceania and the Americas’, at www.britishmuseum.org/our-
work/departments/africa-oceania-and-americas (accessed 8 June 2021).

5 Bronisław Malinowski, Argonauts of the Western Pacific, London: Routledge Classics, 2014 (first published 1922).
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in other public institutions. Among very few exceptions to this rule are duplicates.6 If an
institution makes the difficult political decision that one of its objects is a duplicate, the
object then loses its special status. It can be disposed of through sale, and the museum can
become an actor in a free market. As long as Malinowski’s three shells are not classified as
duplicates, they will retain a status that prevents them from being deaccessioned from the
British Museum’s collections. My article asks when and how these and other Spondylus
shells gained such a symbolic value that prevents them from entering the world of com-
merce now, and when and how similar Spondylus shells failed to have this value. I use a
double conchological and anthropological history to reflect on how Pacific and
European societies sometimes turned and sometimes did not turn highly similar shells
into unique, inalienable objects that could become part of personal or public collections
of high symbolic value.

As the introductory article has explained, the making of duplicates requires much of
political effort, given that each and every object in a museum is unique and different.7

Yet, arguably, one can also make the claim, as Bruno Latour’s actor-network theory
did, that things in the world are highly similar to each other (they are duplicates, so to
speak), and that it requires extensive work to make them individual.8 As Shirley

Figures 1, 2. Continued.

6 British Museum Policy: De-accession of Objects from the Collection, at www.britishmuseum.org/sites/default/files/
2019-10/De-accession_Policy_Nov2018.pdf (accessed 8 June 2021).

7 Ina Heumann, Anne Greenwood MacKinney and Rainer F. Buschmann, ‘Introduction: the issue of duplicates’,
BJHS, this issue.

8 Bruno Latour, The Pasteurization of France, Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1984.
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Campbell has argued in a book on the art of Vakuta, part of the region where Malinowski’s
shells come from, Vakutan artists create unique art objects from a ‘sea of similarities’ with
the help of extensive technical and social craftsmanship.9 My article therefore uncovers
the complex work of a variety of commercial and non-commercial actors that lies behind
decisions to make seashells remain either common or unique.

In anthropology, museum studies and the history of science, the dichotomy between
gift exchange and commodity exchange is often used to explain how collections and
museums come into being. To explore how things enter into and are removed from finan-
cial transactions, I therefore follow the circulation of Spondylus shells in the nineteenth-
and early twentieth-century Pacific, as well as amongst eighteenth- to twentieth-century
European shell collectors and museums of natural history. By examining the multiple
valences that these shells accrued in different contexts, I engage with debates that
have been at the heart of anthropology at least since Malinowski about the relationship
between the financial and moral economies of collecting and exchange. Throughout the
past century, the history of anthropology has been one long argument about the differ-
ence between gift giving and trade, or, to put it in different terms, about the relationship
between the symbolic and financial values that people attribute to things. Anthropologists

Figures 3–5. Three different specimens of shells, Spondylus or Chama. Collected by Bronisław Malinowski near Port

Moresby. London, British Museum, Inv. Oc, M. 300–302. © The Trustees of the British Museum, released under a

CC-B-NC-SA 4.0 licence.

9 Campbell, op. cit. (1).
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have debated extensively whether the exchanges of non-Western societies should be dis-
cussed as gift economies that could be considered as precursors of capitalism, as gift econ-
omies that offer a radical alternative to the travails of Western capitalism, or as actual
capitalist economies that just do things a bit differently.10 Others have instead argued
that a simple binary opposition between Western and non-Western ways of exchange can-
not be upheld in light of the actual evidence, which seems to suggest that most societies
simultaneously operate with multiple systems of exchange, and develop complex strat-
egies to engage in both financial and symbolic transactions at the same time.11 Shells,
and especially Spondylus shells, have long been one of the most frequently exchanged
objects across the globe. A focus on them therefore offers the opportunity to explore
the nineteenth-century prehistory of these important debates, and to see how not only
social theorists, but also sailors, shell traders and Pacific islander rulers discussed
amongst each other the exchange systems of European and Pacific societies.12 The preoc-
cupations and practical entanglements of these actors ensured that they did not all come
to the same conclusion: what we find instead is a wide array of perspectives that rivals
those mustered by the anthropologists in the century that followed.

Figures 3–5. Continued.

10 Marcel Mauss, The Gift: The Form and Reason for Exchange in Archaic Societies, London: Routledge, 2002 (first
published 1925); Marilyn Strathern, The Gender of the Gift: Problems with Women and Problems with Society in
Melanesia, Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988; Arjun Appadurai, The Social Life of Things: Commodities
in Cultural Perspective, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984; David Graeber, Towards an Anthropological
Theory of Value: The False Coin of Our Own Dreams, New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002.

11 Nicholas Thomas, Entangled Objects: Exchange, Material Culture, and Colonialism in the Pacific, Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1991.

12 Marshall Sahlins, ‘Cosmologies of capitalism: the trans-Pacific sector of “The World System”’, Proceedings of
the British Academy (1988) 74, pp. 1–51.
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In the period under consideration, Pacific islanders and Europeans were both aware of,
and interpreted in their own ways, the systems of exchange and collection practised by
each other. The practices of exchange and collecting both in Europe and in Melanesia pre-
dated the Euro-Pacific encounter, which began to take form in the sixteenth century.13

Yet the period of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was arguably the crucial
moment when contact between Europe and the Pacific intensified, in no small part
through the collecting practices of natural history and anthropology.14 This contact forced
all participants to reimagine in comparative terms the societal organization of their own
culture and that of the other, and they all explored, if in highly divergent fashions, the
dichotomy of utilitarian commerce and symbolic gifts in these reimaginations. Pacific
islanders and Europeans engaged in and theorized practices of exchange that were
more analogous than has been acknowledged by earlier generations of anthropologists.
As I argue, Pacific islanders did not exist in a pure gift economy and European collectors
were not operating within a purely capitalist system of exchange either. The question
instead was how one could profitably manipulate the connections between these two
semi-autonomous, but connected, systems as the situation needed it. At the same time,

Figures 3–5. Continued.

13 Rainer Buschmann, Iberian Visions of the Pacific Ocean, 1507–1800, Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014;
Ricardo Padron, The Indies of the Setting Sun: How Early Modern Spain Mapped the Far East and the Transpacific
West, Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2020.

14 Jennifer Newell, Trading Nature: Tahitians, Europeans, and Ecological Exchange, Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i
Press, 2010.
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I also argue that the way European anthropologists came to theorize the exchange sys-
tems of the Pacific was heavily influenced by the distinctions that collectors of natural
history employed to distinguish between gifts and commodities.

As this special issue has revealed, making some things unique and turning others into
duplicates were a key strategy for those involved in reconfiguring the boundaries between
commercial and symbolic systems of exchange. As Catherine Nichols’s article in this issue
explains, the definition of what counts as a duplicate has always been driven by both pol-
itical and epistemological concerns, often changing with the twists and turns of history.15

In turn, Anaïs Mauuarin and Anne Greenwood MacKinney have shown that duplicates
have been just one of the many tools that connect museums to the world of commerce.
Throughout history, museums have turned to auctions, to the production and sale of post-
cards and other photo-reproductions, and to the establishment of museum shops to sur-
vive financially and to complement their public funding, and Mauuarin and MacKinney
remind us that we need to consider duplicates in the context of these other practices.16

Moreover, as Katja Kaiser and Rainer Buschmann argue, we should not simply consider
duplicates as purely commercial objects.17 Throughout history, they could also be
exchanged as gifts on occasion, and they have also been strategically used for a variety
of political purposes. In addition, as Buschmann points out, it was not only Europeans
who used duplicates for the purposes of doing politics and commerce. When European
collectors arrived in New Guinea and created a demand for large numbers of culturally
valuable objects, the locals quickly turned to techniques of mass reproduction to cater
to the buyers’ needs, producing objects that Western museums then would consider
duplicates.

In this synthetic contribution, I provide a broader overview of the larger theoretical
and practical contexts of the exchanges in which shells were sometimes made unique,
and sometimes a duplicate, offering a somewhat simplistic summary of global events
across the time span of more than a century. As I argue, to understand how things stopped
being the same, we need to understand how societies reflected on and reimagined systems
of exchange at a global level. To understand why the exhibits of European museums have
come to occupy a peculiar status, we need to understand the historical relation of those
museums to the value systems of societies in Europe and beyond. The first section
explains Malinowski’s theory of gift exchange in Melanesia and how it emerged in conver-
sation with the influential theories of Ferdinand Tönnies and Emile Durkheim. Moving
away from tracing the nineteenth-century intellectual origins of Malinowski, the second
section shows how European merchants of natural history in the nineteenth century were
deeply interested in acquiring shells in the Pacific to satisfy the demands of European col-
lectors for these objects. Returning to the 1910s, when Malinowski arrived in Melanesia,
the third section demonstrates how these nineteenth-century shell exchanges between
Pacific islanders and European traders came to shape the performance of kula, the
European practices of natural history, and Malinowski’s studies. The conclusion reiterates
how these divergent practices in the Pacific and in Europe all relied on judgements of dif-
ferentiating between unique shells and duplicates, and how, as a result, the collecting

15 Catherine Nichols, ‘Curating duplicates: operationalizing similarity in the Smithsonian Institution with
Haida rattles, 1880−1926’, BJHS, this issue.

16 Anaïs Mauuarin, ‘Visual duplication: specimens, works of art and photographs at the Musée d’ethnographie
du Trocadéro (1928−1935)’, BJHS, this issue; Anne Greenwood MacKinney, ‘Duplicates under the hammer: natural-
history auctions in Berlin’s early nineteenth-century collection landscape’, BJHS, this issue.

17 Katja Kaiser, ‘Duplicate networks: the Berlin botanical institutions as a “clearing house” for colonial plant
material, 1891–1920’, BJHS, this issue; Rainer Buschmann, ‘Contested duplicates: disputed negotiations surround-
ing ethnographic doppelgängers in German New Guinea, 1898−1914’, BJHS, this issue.
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practices of European museums came to be connected to exchanges in the Pacific, and
anthropologists’ theorizations of them.

Malinowski and the progress of civilization

Bronisław Malinowski’s groundbreaking Argonauts of the Western Pacific (1922) was one of
the most prominent early twentieth-century attempts to understand how cultures that
Europeans deemed vastly different from their own world could nonetheless have complex,
rational systems of thought and exchange.18 Having spent several years in New Guinea
and the Trobriand Islands, Malinowski painstakingly reconstructed the circular kula
exchange of decorative and polished shells, such as the Spondylus specimens featured in
this article, amongst inhabitants of the islands. As Malinowski recounted, when indivi-
duals embarked on the kula, they exchanged such ornamental necklaces for similarly
impressive armbands, with the necklaces always travelling clockwise and the armbands
travelling counterclockwise. Malinowski argued vehemently that this system of exchange
was not testament to the irrationality of Trobriand Islanders. The kula was a complex sys-
tem, enacted by rational actors, whose function was to foster social relations through giv-
ing and receiving gifts.19

As anthropologists and historians have pointed out since, Malinowski’s focus on the
kula exchange was as much a reflection of the European academic debates that shaped
his intellectual development as an account of how Trobriand Islanders thought about
social organization.20 Viewed from this European perspective, Malinowski’s fascination
with the kula could be traced to scholarly debates within economic anthropology on
the role of exchange in society. In the wake of Adam Smith, all major nineteenth-century
Western social thinkers engaged in debate on how different systems of exchange indicated
different levels of civilizational progress, arguing that the emergence of the division of
labour was the most significant historic shift. In its simplistic form, often associated
with the influential Marxist writer Ferdinand Tönnies, the argument went that, in the
Gemeinschaft of early, putatively ‘primitive’ societies, households were self-sustaining
units where reciprocal gifts were the most frequent form of exchange, and they served
the purpose of maintaining social cohesion. In contrast, the modern, capitalist
Gesellschaft was based on the idea that people and households specialized in the produc-
tion of particular goods, and they needed to acquire all the other necessities of life in an
increasingly alienated, money-dominated market economy.21 According to this dichot-
omy, the gifts of a Gemeinschaft were unique objects produced by the free, individual cre-
ativity of an artisan, whereas the commodities of the Gesellschaft were mostly soulless,
factory-produced objects that were always available in identical multiples. The uniqueness
of objects depended on the type of exchange they participated in.

18 Malinowski, op. cit. (5). On Malinowski see Michael W. Young, Malinowski: Odyssey of an Anthropologist, New
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2004; Freddy Foks, ‘Bronisław Malinowski, “indirect rule” and the colonial pol-
itics of functionalist anthropology, c. 1925–1940’, Comparative Studies in Society and History (2018) 60(1), pp. 35–57;
Foks, ‘Constructing the field in interwar social anthropology: power, personae, and paper technology’, Isis (2020)
111(4), pp. 717–39.

19 On the history of the gift see Harry Liebersohn, The Return of the Gift: European History of a Global Idea,
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010.

20 Henrika Kuklick, The Savage Within: The Social History of British Anthropology, 1885–1945, Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1991; George Stocking Jr, After Tylor: British Social Anthropology 1888–1951, Madison: University of
Wisconsin Press, 1995.

21 Ferdinand Tönnies, Community and Association (trans. by Charles P. Loomis), London: Routledge and Kegan
Paul, 1955.
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Tönnies’s argument was not the only available explanation of how the division of
labour affected social organization. For Malinowski, the French sociologist Emile
Durkheim’s The Division of Labour in Society (1893) was probably more influential.22 In
his work, Durkheim claimed that modern society was not alienated. On the contrary, it
developed a new form of organic solidarity that was a more advanced social structure
than the earlier, mechanical solidarity.23 Early societies shared a group identity that
made them subsume their individuality in the collective. This changed with modernity
thanks to the emergence of the division of labour, which made people realize that they
did not need to be the same in order to form a social group. Modern civilization, with
its specialized roles for everyone, made it possible for people to become individuals
while remaining highly dependent on each other nonetheless. Each individual was like
an organ in the body, performing a specialized task but unable to function without the
cooperation of the other organs. The division of labour therefore performed both eco-
nomic and social roles at once: commercial exchange did not need to destroy societal ties.

It was against such Durkheimian concepts of the division of labour that Malinowski for-
mulated his conceptualization of exchanges in societies in the Pacific. Malinowski agreed
with Durkheim that exchange and the division of labour could perform both economic
and social roles at once, but posited the emergence of the division of labour at a much
earlier stage in civilization than the French theorist.24 Even before embarking on his
extensive empirical fieldwork, Malinowski had already been convinced that the ‘totemic
division of labour’ amongst the indigenous people of central Australia was the ‘same
organization of labour’ as that observed in agricultural societies.25 Malinowski acknowl-
edged that the religious nature of this division of labour did not fulfil the locals’ highly
rational desire to achieve increased agricultural production, but the lack of success was
the only difference. Once this already existing division of labour was channelled towards
agricultural development through technological means, it could result in the progress of
Australian indigenous peoples, or so Malinowski thought. Argonauts of the Western Pacific
was an extension of this argument, buttressed by much evidential detail, showing how
the Trobriand Islanders’ exchange of gifts was based on rational expectations of reci-
procity. Malinowski argued that this exchange was already an intricate economic system
that worked on principles that were comparable to those of modern society, even if it was
fundamentally premodern.26 Yet even a rational exchange of gifts was based on the idea
that the gifted objects were unique. Malinowski described in detail how Trobriand
Islanders carefully ranked Spondylus shells based on the intensity of their redness and
their size, how they then polished these objects and how they imbued them with cere-
monial magic. Since the publication of Argonauts of the Western Pacific, anthropologists
have documented in detail how Pacific islanders differentiate and rank Spondylus and

22 On Durkheim’s debts to Adam Smith see Lisa Hill, ‘Adam Smith, Adam Ferguson and Karl Marx on the
Division of Labour’, Journal of Classical Sociology (2007) 7(3), pp. 339–66.

23 Emile Durkheim, The Division of Labor in Society, London: The Free Press, 1964.
24 On using economic behaviour to explain societal development see Heath Pearson, ‘Homo economicus goes

native, 1859–1945: the rise and fall of primitive economics’, History of Political Economy (2000) 32(4), pp. 933–89,
and the ensuing debate in the same journal.

25 Bronisław Malinowski, The Early Writings of Bronisław Malinowski (ed. Robert J. Thornton and Peter Skalnik),
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993, p. 220. Raymond Firth, ‘Bronislaw Malinowski’, in Sydel Silverman
(ed.), Totems and Teachers: Key Figures in the History of Anthropology, 2nd edn, Walnut Creek, CA: Altamira Press,
2004, pp. 75–103, esp. 90–1; Konstantin Symmons-Symonolewicz, ‘Bronislaw Malinowski: formative influences
and theoretical evolution’, Polish Review (1959) 4(4), pp. 17–45, esp. 32–3.

26 In this respect, Malinowski highly differed from Maussian interpretations of the gift that explored how the
gift could not be reduced to an act. On Mauss see Keith Hart, ‘Marcel Mauss’s economic vision, 1920–1925:
anthropology, politics, journalism’, Journal of Classical Sociology (2014) 14(1), pp. 34–44; Grégoire Mallard, Gift
Exchange: The Transnational History of a Political Idea, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2019.
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other shells based on their colour, size, patina and lustre, and how local craftspeople dec-
orate them through the means of grinding, rubbing, bevelling, polishing and perforating
them with cords, drills, adzes and other tools. It is in this highly complex process that the
shells turn into highly unique ornamental specimens.27

Malinowski’s travels thus served to show the universality of the division of labour by
proving its presence in premodern societies that were completely different from and, at
the deepest level of their functioning, as yet untainted by Western capitalism. This did not
mean that Malinowski abandoned a belief in the evolutionary ladder that separated puta-
tively primitive societies from modern civilization. While important segments of the fin de
siècle social sciences served to critique modern Western society, comparisons like
Malinowski’s could still support the idea that there existed clear civilizational hierarchies
between different cultures. The argument was only that the division of labour could not
be the yardstick of cultural evolution.28 And, as anthropologist Annette Weiner pointed
out, Malinowski failed to realize that the matrilineal accumulation of inalienable posses-
sions, like European collections of family heirlooms, served a social purpose similar to gift
exchange.29 Weiner explained that in societies without established, hereditary social hier-
archies, whether in Europe or in the Pacific, one could achieve social distinction either by
offering particularly impressive gifts or by removing such unique objects from circulation
to accumulate them.30 The idea of public museums, which preserve the intangible heri-
tage, natures and cultures of the world by accumulating unique and particularly valuable
objects, certainly belongs to this type of collection that confers social distinction through
accumulation.31

In Weiner’s account, the activities of Trobriand Islanders were no longer conceived as
happening in complete isolation from Western activities, and she discussed in detail how
European traders transformed Melanesian culture. The work of Marshall Sahlins and
Nicholas Thomas made it even clearer how strongly Pacific societies have interacted
with the commercial and colonial networks of Western imperialism ever since the
voyages of James Cook.32 While Sahlins used these encounters primarily to reveal how
indigenous insights can provide alternative, and more complete, interpretations of the
processes of economic globalization and modernity, Thomas focused explicitly on how
Pacific islander societies operated with multiple systems of exchange, relying on barter
and trade for some purposes, and systems of gifting for others, picking one over the
other according to local conditions.33

A focus on Spondylus shells, the objects exchanged in the kula, confirms Thomas’s and
Sahlins’s claims that intricate ties had developed between Europeans and Pacific islanders
by the late nineteenth century. As the next section reveals, these shells were not only

27 For the most complex system see John Liep, A Papuan Plutocracy: Ranked Exchange on Rossel Island, Aarhus:
Aarhus University Press, 2009; for shell polishing in the Pacific since the late Holocene see Ben Shaw and
Michelle C. Langley, ‘Investigating the development of prehistoric cultural practices in the Massim region of
Eastern Papua New Guinea: insights from the manufacture and use of shell objects in the Louisiade
Archipelago’, Journal of Anthropological Archaeology (2017) 48, pp. 149–65.

28 Bronisław Malinowski, A Diary in the Strict Sense of the Term, Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1989.
29 Annette Weiner, Women of Value, Men of Renown: New Perspectives in Trobriand Exchange, Austin: University of

Texas Press, 1976; Weiner, Inalienable Possessions: The Paradox of Keeping-While-Giving, Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1992.

30 Weiner, Inalienable Possessions, op. cit. (29), p. 33.
31 See also Maurice Godelier, The Enigma of the Gift, Cambridge: Polity Press, 1999.
32 Sahlins, op. cit. (12); Thomas, op. cit. (11).
33 On seashells in Tuvalu today see Alan Resture and Setapu Resture, ‘Seashells on the seashore: women’s par-

ticipation in the shell trade on Funafuti and Nukufetau, Tuvalu’, in Irene Novaczek, Jean Mitchell and Joeli
Veitayaki (eds.), Pacific Voices: Equity and Sustainability in Pacific Islands Fisheries, Suva: University of Pacific,
2005, pp. 47–64.
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used by Trobriand Islanders in this period. They were also intensely discussed and
exchanged amongst conchologists in Europe and the Pacific before and at the same time as
Malinowski was conducting his anthropological research. The widespread circulation of
these shells thus shows that Malinowski’s depiction of Melanesia as a place outside Western
capitalism’s spheres of influencewas a rhetorical tool partly to prove the existence of the div-
ision of labour in societies firmly outside the West, and partly to emphasize his rejection of
diffusionist theories in favour of functionalism, which focused on the internal organization
of a society, and not on the effects of external influences.34 The Polish anthropologist himself
would come to bemoan in his later works that he had neglected the Australian colonial gov-
ernment and trans-imperial networks that influenced life on the Trobriand Islands.35 He had
painted Melanesia as Europe’s double: two societies that were organized on highly similar
principles that could nonetheless be posited as completely different. For the early
Malinowski, Spondylus shells were the key evidence that honorific, regulated gift exchanges
were a rational way of organizing exchange. They also showed that the rules of these gift
exchanges precluded the possibility that these shells could become objects of commerce
thatMelanesians could sell toWesterners. Yet a simple look at the drawers ofmuseums of nat-
ural history today reveals that Spondylus shells from Melanesia and the Pacific left local
exchanges in large numbers and also circulated in the West. But when these shells entered
Western circles, they did not simply enter a freemarketplace: gift systems, inalienable posses-
sions and the other relics of ostensibly pre- and proto-capitalist societies were everywhere in
Victorian and early twentieth-century Britain, and especially in theworld ofmuseums of nat-
ural history. As the next section reveals, commercial markets and gift exchange were intim-
ately tied to each other and evolved together throughout history.

Shells in trade

If historians of anthropology have now challenged the idea that gift exchange can be trea-
ted separately from trade and commercial transactions in late nineteenth- and early
twentieth-century Pacific societies, it is equally important to emphasize that commercial-
ization also had its limits in the Euro-American societies of this and of earlier periods.36

Throughout the modern period, even the most successful Western commercial actors rea-
lized the importance of symbolic exchanges and the gift economy. As historians have long
argued, nineteenth-century English science was distinguished by its amateur status, even
if the period also saw the growing participation of artisans and workers in the pursuit of
scientific knowledge.37 Politeness and gift exchanges were essential to draw boundaries
between the higher and lower classes who interacted with each other more intensively

34 Adam Kuper, Anthropology and Anthropologists: The British School in the Twentieth Century, 4th edn, London:
Routledge, 2015, 4.

35 Kuper, op. cit. (34), p. 22.
36 On the interaction of commerce and gift in early modern science see Staffan Müller-Wille, ‘Nature as a

marketplace: the political economy of Linnaean botany’, History of Political Economy (2003) 35, pp. 154–72;
Tomomi Kinukawa, ‘Learned vs. commercial? The commodification of nature in early modern natural history
specimen exchanges in England, Germany, and the Netherlands’, Historical Studies in the Natural Sciences (2013)
43, pp. 589–618; Dániel Margócsy, Commercial Visions: Science, Trade, and Visual Culture in the Dutch Golden Age,
Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2014. For an overview see Nils Güttler and Ina Heumann, eds.,
Sammlungsökonomien, Berlin: Kadmos Verlag, 2016.

37 Jack Morrell and Arnold Thackray, Gentlemen of Science: Early Years of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1981; Jim Endersby, Imperial Nature: Joseph Hooker and the
Practices of Victorian Science, Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2008. On the professionalization of science
see Adrian Desmond, ‘Redefining the X axis: “professionals,” “amateurs” and the making of mid-Victorian biol-
ogy: a progress report’, Journal of the History of Biology (2001) 34(1), pp. 3–50.
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than ever before.38 Similarly, Lukas Rieppel has argued recently that American oil barons
supported palaeontological work and the excavation and collection of fossils precisely to
show that they could now ascend above the fray of commerce.39 Their support of
museums helped them claim that they were cultivated and cultured, and not simply
rich. Rieppel’s claims echo the turn-of-the-century sociologist Thorstein Veblen’s influen-
tial Theory of the Leisure Class (1899), which argued that, in an age of crass commercializa-
tion, there were good, rational reasons for those in the highest echelons of society to
distinguish themselves from the masses by displaying signs of non-commercial interests.40

Unlike Durkheim, Veblen did not think that organic solidarity could sufficiently explain
how social hierarchies were formed in modern society. If the division of labour explained
how most people needed to exchange common commodities in a free market, there was
another division between the lower and the upper classes, which could be upheld only by
the higher classes’ ostentatious self-removal from commercial society. To retain their
hierarchical organization of political power, modern societies had to combine the systems
of commercial and gift exchange to accomplish these goals. For Veblen, as for Rieppel, the
nineteenth-century cultivation of museums and universities was part and parcel of an
overarching strategy by the wealthy to use culture to distinguish themselves from the
lower classes, often under the pretext of supporting them through public education.41

In a period of mass production, the accumulation of unique and individualized objects,
and the support of institutions that held them, allowed wealthy people and museums
to rise above the fray and to acquire individual status.

If there was one object that could serve as a symbol of no utility to Westerners, it
was seashells.42 By the late nineteenth century, a whole industry of naturalist dealers
developed to cater for the needs of cultivated gentlemen, aristocrats and the women
in their families.43 It was the business of these dealers, who handled thousands and
thousands of specimens of natural history, to craft these shells as unique objects
that could satisfy the collectors’ desire for novelty at the right price. In this moral
economy of conspicuous consumption, duplicates posed an opportunity for dealers
to cut a profit. When it came to buying, dealers could acquire at a good price what
locals considered common and what collectors considered duplicates. When it came
to selling, dealers could then always claim that such similar-looking objects nonethe-
less exhibited some important, individuating variation. Yet, to convince wealthy
buyers that their value judgements were right, dealers had to present their judge-
ments of duplicates as scientifically and socially credible. They had to be both finan-
cially astute and honest, a combination that required much effort to maintain, as the
rest of this section reveals.

38 Anne Secord, ‘Corresponding interests: artisans and gentlemen in nineteenth-century natural history’, BJHS
(1994) 27(4), pp. 383–408.

39 Lukas Rieppel, Assembling the Dinosaur: Fossil Hunters, Tycoons, and the Making of a Spectacle, Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 2019; Lukas Rieppel, William Deringer and Eugenia Lean (eds.), Science and Capitalism:
Entangled Histories, Osiris (2018) 33(1).

40 Thorstein Veblen, The Theory of the Leisure Class: An Economic Study of Institutions, New York: Macmillan, 1899.
For a case study see Paul DiMaggio, ‘Cultural entrepreneurship in nineteenth-century Boston’, Media, Culture and
Society (1982) 4(1), pp. 33–50.

41 Thorstein Veblen, The Higher Learning in America, New York: Huebsch, 1918. See also Paul Lucier, Scientists
and Swindlers: Consulting on Coal and Oil in America, 1820–1890, Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2008;
Steven Shapin, The Scientific Life: A Moral History of a Late Modern Vocation, Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 2008.

42 Krzysztof Pomiań, Collectors and Curiosities: Origins of the Museum, Oxford: Blackwell, 1990.
43 Mark V. Barrow Jr, ‘The specimen dealer: entrepreneurial natural history in America’s Gilded Age’, Journal of

the History of Biology (2000) 33(3), pp. 493–534.
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The European origins of shell collecting go back at least to the early modern period.44

By the nineteenth century, seashells had become such a big business that specialist deal-
ers could make a living from selling them to collectors. In polite circles, the Spondylus
shell reigned supreme. There were rumours circulating that some collectors were willing
to pay more than three thousand francs (roughly £120) for a specimen of the Spondylus
regius, although the actual evidence suggests that most specimens sold for a price between
one and two pounds.45 As a result, adventurous entrepreneurs began to organize voyages
across the Pacific with the primary aim of acquiring shells. One such entrepreneur was
Hugh Cuming, whose Spondylus shell now resides in the South Kensington Natural
History Museum.46 In the 1820s, Cuming built himself a yacht to travel from Chile to
Easter Island, Tahiti, the Pitcairns and the Tuamotus to collect whatever seashells he
could lay his hands on. During these travels, Cuming made frequent observations of
the locals and their customs, exhibiting an eagerness to understand their systems of
exchange in detail. This was a mercantile necessity: Cuming could trade efficiently only
when he understood the strategies of his partners.

Cuming’s understanding of Polynesian political economy differed significantly from
Malinowski’s interpretation of Melanesian exchange systems.47 Eager to present himself
as an honourable merchant dealing with similar partners in the Pacific, Cuming used
his diary to explore how polite society and market sensibilities were both present in
the regions of the Pacific he had visited. He never ceased to express his astonishment
how quickly this area had left its ‘cannibal’ past behind, quickly adopting Christianity,
Western values and Western commodities.48 On most islands, Cuming already found resi-
dent missionaries or traders, and he noted how closely Pacific islanders followed develop-
ments in French, English and American politics, thanks to their access to news from
whalers.49 He also recognized that many Pacific islanders were expert travellers them-
selves, criss-crossing the ocean either on their own canoes or on Western vessels.50

Cuming himself voyaged together with hired pearl divers from the atoll of Anaa and
received requests from locals who wanted to travel with him to Chile.51

In such a modern world, it was obvious to Cuming that the only reason why markets
were absent on some islands was political interference from local rulers. As he noted, the

44 Marisa Anne Bass, Anne Goldgar, Hanneke Grootenboer and Claudia Swan, Conchophilia: Shells, Art, and
Curiosity in Early Modern Europe, Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2021; Bettina Dietz, ‘Mobile objects:
the space of shells in eighteenth-century France’, BJHS (2006) 39(3), pp. 363–82; Beth Fowkes Tobin, The
Duchess’s Shells: Natural History Collecting in the Age of Cook’s Voyages, New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2014.

45 S. Peter Dance, A History of Shell Collecting, Leiden: Brill, 1986, p. 99; Mr King, A Catalogue of the Rare and Fine
Shells … of William Broderip, London: W. Smith, 1819, passim, copy in British Library, 1257.d.41.(2.).

46 S. Peter Dance, ‘Hugh Cuming (1791–1865): prince of collectors’, Journal of the Society for the Bibliography of
Natural History (1980) 9(4), pp. 477–501; Helen Scales, ‘Gathering spirals: on the naturalist and shell collector Hugh
Cuming’, in Arthur Macgregor (ed.), Naturalists in the Field: Collecting, Recording and Preserving the Natural World from
the Fifteenth to the Twentieth Century, Leiden: Brill, 2018, pp. 629–45; as well as Dance, op. cit. (45).

47 For the traditional analysis of the differences between Melanesia and Polynesia see Marshall Sahlins, ‘Poor
man, rich man, big-man, chief: political types in Melanesia and Polynesia’, Comparative Studies in Society and History
(1963) 5(3), pp. 285–303.

48 Hugh Cuming, ‘Journal of a voyage from Valparaiso to the Society and the adjacent islands’ (1827–1828),
State Library of New South Wales, Sydney, MS A 1336, f. 85.

49 See also Edward D. Melillo, ‘Making sea cucumbers out of whales’ teeth: Nantucket castaways and encoun-
ters of value in nineteenth-century Fiji’, Environmental History (2015) 20(3), pp. 449–74.

50 On Pacific islanders’ perspectives on global history see Sujit Sivasundaram, ‘Monarchs, travellers and
empire in the Pacific’s Age of Revolutions’, Transactions of the Royal Historical Society (2020) 30, pp. 77–96;
Alastair Cooper, Sailors and Traders: A Maritime History of the Pacific Peoples, Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i
Press, 2009.

51 Cuming, op. cit. (48), ff. 132–33.
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ruling classes of Tahiti consisted of a hereditary aristocracy and the sovereign, just like in
his native England. Cuming was highly critical of the rule of Queen Regent Teri‘ito‘oterai
Tere-moe-moe during the reign of the young Queen Pomare IV. According to Cuming, the
queen regent’s trade policy was badly influenced by a Bengalese interpreter, who
appointed himself mandatory intermediary in the trade between locals and Western visi-
tors, monopolizing business to earn profits for himself and the queen regent. Tahiti was
not an imperfect market because it was uncivilized. Instead, foreigners and bad rulers
were the reason behind the lack of free commercial exchange, which had functioned
well at an earlier point.52

If Tahiti showed Cuming how markets did not work, Anaa revealed how the polite and
prudent behaviour of a ruler could create market situations that benefited everyone. The
local ruler Ari‘ipaea exhibited a ‘great sense of politeness’, a key term for Cuming, whose
career was based on providing shells for nineteenth-century English polite society.53 As
Cuming explained, Ari‘ipaea offered him ten large pearls as a present to reciprocate for
Cuming’s earlier gifts of cigars.54 This was a highly impressive act of generosity in a soci-
ety where pearls were a key commodity: Ari‘ipaea himself paid pearls in tribute to the
sovereigns Pomare III and Pomare IV on a regular basis.55 Ari‘ipaea’s polite gift of a finan-
cially valuable commodity was the act that, according to Cuming, made him not unlike
refined British aristocrats.

While pearls, like tobacco, were well-acknowledged items of exchange, Cuming’s inter-
est in shells was much less transparent for Anaa society. Seeing Cuming’s fascination with
these specimens, Ari‘ipaea just smiled and questioned why the English sailor ‘had spent so
much time and expence to procure what he thought was entirely useless’.56 In Cuming’s
interpretation of the ruler’s words and actions, it was Pacific islanders who were utilitar-
ian, rational actors in exchanges, while Westerners like Cuming fetishized objects that had
no immediate use value. Yet Cuming’s non-utilitarian interests did not make trade irrele-
vant. Just as Cuming was happy to profit from marketing collectibles to English aristo-
crats, so was Ari‘ipaea willing to cater to Cuming’s irrational desire to collect in order
to make a profit himself. As Cuming recounted, Ari‘ipaea set up an official market for
shells in a grove of coconut trees, and even appointed a superintendent to ensure that
each local was able to sell their shells in an orderly manner to Cuming, who paid them
in tobacco. This market was highly efficient and appeared to profit the locals: Cuming
was compelled to buy all the shells, including a large number of common specimens,
because, as he realized, the locals would not go off collecting novel specimens until
they had sold every single shell they had in stock.57

Cuming’s own dredging of the sea, his reliance on pearl divers, and his exchanges with
Pacific islanders resulted in his accumulation of a magnificent collection of pearls and sea-
shells, including Spondylus shells from a variety of locations. His travel diary emphasizes
the large quantity of his acquisitions, listing them either at the genus level or without any
identification, with descriptions such as ‘a Trochus, a Nerite, an Arca, two Tellina’s and
some the genera I did not know and several others’.58 While on voyage, Cuming did

52 Cuming, op. cit. (48), ff. 72–3.
53 Cuming, op. cit. (48), f. 25.
54 Cuming, op. cit. (48), f. 19. On pearls see Pedro Machado, Steve Mullins and Joseph Christensen (eds.), Pearls,

People and Power: Pearling and Indian Ocean Worlds, Athens: Ohio University Press, 2020.
55 Cuming, op. cit. (48), f. 22; Niel Gunson, ‘Pomare II of Tahiti and Polynesian imperialism’, Journal of Pacific

History (1969) 4(1), pp. 65–82; Colin Newbury, ‘Pomare II and the concept of inter-island government in Eastern
Polynesia’, Journal of the Polynesian Society (1967) 76(4), pp. 477–514.

56 Cuming, op. cit. (48), f. 25.
57 For a similar case of the indigenous trade in duplicates see Buschmann, op. cit. (17).
58 Cuming, op. cit. (48), f. 32.
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not worry if his collection included shells that were common, similar or unknown,
because the actual status and unique identity of these shells was to be determined
later, with the help of scientific experts. As Peter Dance has shown, the nineteenth cen-
tury saw shell traders work in close collaboration with academic authorities to identify
what specimens were especially valuable, both financially and scientifically, because
they represented a new species, and which specimens were less valuable because they
were variants of already known species.59 Thanks to these collaborations, the traders
could gain additional profit while scientific authorities could gain access to new speci-
mens that they could publish articles about.

Jim Endersby and Christophe Bonneuil have argued that metropolitan natural histor-
ians, especially those working in large institutions, tended to lump together species to
reduce their numbers, turning a large number of specimens into duplicates.60 As Kaiser
shows in this issue, these large museums then also carefully controlled how such dupli-
cates were handled, exchanged and disposed of.61 Yet even in the metropolis, there
were many entrepreneurial naturalists who hoped to boost their credit by claiming to
have discovered as many new species as possible. This is precisely what happened
when Cuming finally arrived in London. His trade and credibility were supported by
the publication of numerous articles penned by leading natural historians of the era. In
1832, articles about his collection exploded in the Proceedings of the Zoological Society.
The Proceedings used Cuming’s specimens to fill its pages with material, while Cuming
could now claim that his shells and other specimens had been studied by scientific experts
such as Richard Owen, William John Broderip, George Brettingham Sowerby I or the
British Museum curator John E. Gray, whose activities are also discussed in this issue
by Anne Greenwood MacKinney.62 An emphasis on individuation was omnipresent in
the journal. On 28 February, for instance, when the Zoological Society of London began
to have a look at Cuming’s shells, they immediately announced the discovery of ‘upwards
of four hundred new species’.63 And even when they belonged to the same species,
Cuming’s specimens could still serve the purpose of highlighting variation. When
Cuming presented a number of shells that were determined to all belong to the new
species Chiton subfuscus, Broderip explained that these duplicates helped establish
that the shells could vary in colour from ‘a dark rusty colour with a tinge of lead
gray’ to a ‘very dark chestnut brown’.64 The shells that Cuming acquired in masses in
exchange for tobacco were now novel and unique. They were definitely not common
duplicates.

Spondylus shells were no strangers to this collaborative effort at individuation between
scientists and traders. In 1847, George Brettingham Sowerby II defined eight new
Spondylus species in the Proceedings of the Zoological Society, including the Spondylus cumin-
gii. Nowadays, zoologists agree that the Spondylus cumingii is simply a synonym for
Spondylus regius, but Sowerby II was convinced that, while the new species was ‘in some
degree resembling S. regius and S. imperialis’, it was nonetheless ‘most remarkable for
the beautiful manner in which the arched palmated scales are frilled and fluted at the

59 Dance, op. cit. (45); Shapin, op. cit. (41).
60 Endersby, op. cit. (37); see also Christophe Bonneuil, ‘The manufacture of species: Kew Gardens, the empire,

and the standardization of taxonomic practices in late 19th-century botany’, in Marie-Noëlle Bourguet, Christian
Licoppe and Otto Sibum, eds., Instruments, Travel and Science: Itineraries of Precision from the 17th to the 20th Century,
New York: Routledge, 2002, pp. 189–215.

61 Kaiser, op. cit. (17).
62 See the table of contents of the Proceedings of the Committee of Science and Correspondence of the Zoological

Society of London, part 2, London: Richard Taylor, 1832; MacKinney, op. cit. (16).
63 Proceedings, op. cit. (62), p. 25.
64 Proceedings, op. cit. (62), p. 26.
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sides’.65 Specimens that zoologists today would consider duplicates became unique:
Spondylus regius (the royal Spondylus) was now the Spondylus named after a voyaging sail-
maker. Cuming, who kept the type specimen in his own collection (possibly the specimen
depicted in Figure 1), received a symbolic honour, which also resulted in boosting the
financial value of his holdings. When Cuming died, his most valuable shells were sold
to the British Museum for £6,000, which certified their special scientific worth. At the
same time, the less valuable and less unique specimens were sold in bulk at a public, com-
mercial auction of ‘duplicate shells’, in lots that were often described simply as ‘trays of
shells, various’. For instance, lot 168 contained a ‘Spondylus spectrum, imperialis, gaeder-
opus, and 10 others’, reminding us that even scientists had not managed to make all of
Cuming’s shells distinctive and special.66

Throughout the nineteenth century, the growth of commerce went hand in hand
with the growth of non-commercial exchanges in British conchology.67 At least within
Britain, the natural-history museum and shops of natural history emerged together, as
shown by the case of Sowerby I, a friend of Cuming’s. The three generations of the
Sowerby family ran one of the most important shell shops of the period.68 Yet Sowerby
I also authored and illustrated groundbreaking works in conchology, edited the
Zoological Journal, and would even attempt to gain a professorship and museum director-
ship in Dublin in the 1830s when his business foundered. His successors, Sowerby II and
Sowerby III, relied on similar strategies to maintain a scientific and gentlemanly persona
while profiting from the trade. It is no accident that, from the mid-nineteenth century
onwards, the Sowerby Natural History Offices were located at 45 Great Russell Street,
right in front of the entrance to the British Museum, serving as the commercial doubles
of the venerable scientific institution. Sowerby II explicitly played on this theme by adver-
tising his shop with the phrase ‘museums arranged’, meaning that one could buy a whole
collection, expertly curated, and not just single specimens. He offered to create for buyers
‘an illustrative Collection of 1000 Species, £50’.69 Physical proximity to the British Museum
also allowed Sowerby II prime access to scientific expertise. When he received a new shell
from Swan river in Western Australia, for example, he was immediately convinced that it
was a new species: a Voluta elliotti. Nonetheless, he still went in to the museum to consult
Gray to get confirmation from a scientific authority.70 While Gray first said that the spe-
cimen was ‘quite distinct’, he disappointingly came to the conclusion that it was a variant
of Amoria jamrachii.71 This did not deter Sowerby, who went on with promoting it as a
Voluta elliotti in a short article in order to boost his claim to novelty, using specimens
from the British Museum to point out that his specimens could not be considered dupli-
cates of Amoria jamrachii. Characteristically, his article ended with an advertisement that

65 G.B. Sowerby II, ‘Descriptions of several new species of Spondylus’, Proceedings of the Zoological Society of
London (1847) 15, pp. 86–8, esp. 86. For the current classification see the entry in Worms Editorial Board,
World Register of Marine Species (2022), at www.marinespecies.org.

66 J.C. Stevens, A Catalogue of the First Portion of the Duplicate Shells Belonging to the Late Mr. Hugh Cuming, London:
Alfred Robins, 1865, p. 8.

67 On museums in the period see Tony Bennett, The Birth of the Museum: History, Theory, Politics, London:
Routledge, 1995; Amiria J.M. Henare, Museums, Anthropology and Imperial Exchange, Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2005; David M. Wilson, The British Museum: A History, London: The British Museum Press, 2002.

68 Colin Matheson, ‘George Brettingham Sowerby the First and his correspondents’, Journal of the Society for the
Bibliography of Natural History (1964) 4(4), pp. 214–25; Matheson, ‘George Brettingham Sowerby the First and his
correspondents, part II’, Journal of the Society for the Bibliography of Natural History (1966) 4(5), pp. 253–66. See also
MacKinney, op. cit. (16).

69 George Brettingham Sowerby II, Descriptions of Three New Shells, etc., [London, 1864].
70 On Gray and the British Museum as an authority see Gordon McOuat, ‘Cataloguing power: delineating

“competent naturalists” and the meaning of species in the British Museum’, BJHS (2001) 34(1), pp. 1–28.
71 Sowerby II, op. cit. (65). The anecdote is resonant of Endersby’s argument in Endersby, op. cit. (37).
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claimed that he had ‘many thousand species’, including ‘volutes’, on sale.72 In the nine-
teenth century, no one would call into doubt that the British Museum was a public insti-
tution, and no one would have any doubt that Sowerby’s offices were a shop, but there was
a revolving door between the two institutions, and it was through this revolving door that
decisions about the status of new species, variants and duplicates were made.

Thanks to their able handling of the porous boundaries between commerce and sci-
ence, the Sowerby family became the go-to figure of wealthy businessmen who wanted
to speedily acquire an extra layer of respectability by showing an amateur interest in
the workings of science. The Southwark businessman William Sloane Fisher asked
Sowerby I how much it would cost to acquire a shell collection that would make him a
respectable gentleman:

I am engaged very much in business consequently do not expect that I shall have
opportunities to make an advanced progress but I do not feel inclined on that
account, to relinquish the desire that I possess of knowing something of objects so
varied & beautiful … If able to advance … then shall I have the gratification of know-
ing that I am better acquainted with subjects which have occupied the greatest minds
& am more fit to associate with men who have won the admiration and esteem of
their fellow creatures.73

The secret of the Sowerbys’ shop was to turn tradesmen into gentlemen at once, or so
Sloane Fisher hoped.74

Back to Malinowski

By the early twentieth century, when Malinowski did his research, the intricate relation-
ship between conchology and the shell trade had already begun to impact exchanges with
shells in Australasia and the Melanesian archipelago.75 In the 1910s, the Sowerby family
shop was taken over by Hugh Coomber Fulton, trading under the name Sowerby & Fulton
and selling Spondylus shells for the price of one to five shillings.76 Like Sowerby, Fulton
was highly adept at mixing commercial and gift exchanges. As his obituary noted, ‘his
interest in shells was a real enthusiasm … On occasion, an intending purchaser might
leave with no purchases but gifts of specimens that Fulton knew would interest him.
Nevertheless he was a good business man.’77

In 1915, as Malinowski was exploring the Melanesian archipelago, Fulton was busy pre-
paring an article that dealt with summarizing all eighty-seven Spondylus species known to
him, establishing synonymies in the existing literature, and claiming the discovery of
several new species to the list, including a shell that Fulton named Spondylus sowerbyi
in honour of his former partner. This was a heroic task because, as Fulton himself
acknowledged, ‘the variation in species of this genus in form, colouration, number of

72 Sowerby II, op. cit. (65), back cover.
73 Sloane Fisher to Sowerby I, 1845, cited by Matheson (1964) 4(4), op. cit. (68), p. 225.
74 Juliana Adelman, ‘An insight into commercial natural history: Richard Glennon, William Hinchy and the

nineteenth-century trade in giant Irish deer remains’, Archives of Natural History (2012) 39(1), pp. 16–26.
75 On natural-historical specimen exchange in Australia see Simon Ville, ‘Researching the natural history

trade of the nineteenth century’, Museum History Journal (2020) 13(1), pp. 8–19; Simon Ville, Claire Wright and
Jude Philip, ‘Macleay’s choice: transacting the natural history trade in the nineteenth century’, Journal of the
History of Biology (2020) 53(3), pp. 345–75.

76 G.B. Sowerby III and H.C. Fulton, Mollusca: A Catalogue with Prices of a Few of the Species of Recent Shells, London:
Dryden Press, 1902, p. 30.

77 R. Winckworth, ‘Hugh Coomber Fulton, 1861–1942’, Proceedings of the Malacological Society (1943) 25, p. 126.
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ridges and spines is very great’.78 After over a hundred years of research, it was still a
highly political decision to determine whether Spondylus specimens were unique repre-
sentatives of a new species or whether they were duplicates. And there were good com-
mercial reasons, at least for dealers, to multiply species as much as possible. Curiously,
within a day of the publication of Fulton’s article, another new Spondylus species was iden-
tified on the other side of the globe, in New Zealand, by the naturalist William Reginald
Brook Oliver. Unlike Fulton’s publication, Oliver’s The Mollusca of the Kermadec Islands
(1915) aimed to provide an extensive description of all the shell groups of a particular
region.79 Oliver identified two species of Spondylus shells on Sunday Island, and claimed
novelty for one of them, which he named Spondylus raouliensis. In a world that prized nov-
elty above all, it took a good fifty years for conchologists to finally come to an agreement
that Spondylus raouliensis was actually identical to one of Fulton’s new species, the
Spondylus iredalei.80

By 1915, the British Commonwealth’s Australian colonial administration was well
established across the Trobriand Islands, and Trobriand Islanders actively participated
in shell exchanges with colonial agents.81 On Kiriwina, the colonial government focused
primarily on coconut production, while Woodlark Island, also part of the kula ring, was
experiencing a gold rush.82 In 1914, the assistant resident magistrate R.G. Bellamy
reported that he had imprisoned over 4 per cent of the local population of Kiriwina in
the course of the previous year for a variety of infractions, suggesting a high level of
aggressive intervention in the lives of the locals.83 As Martha Macintyre has argued,
such encounters with colonialism thoroughly transformed the way kula was practised
in the area.84 In turn, the colonial administrators understood well that Trobriand
Islanders participated in exchanges that were more complex than pure commerce. In
1914, as Malinowski was travelling to Australia and just before Fulton began his work
on classifying Spondylus, the resident magistrate C.B. Higginson described kula in the fol-
lowing terms:

Native trade is, in most instances, confusing, and the manner in which certain arti-
cles are sent in the eastern portion of the Territory many miles away, with a desire
expressed to the man they are sent to that the sender would like a certain article in
exchange, would not, I am afraid, appeal to our commercial tastes.85

Unlike Malinowski, however, Higginson did not think that kula operated outside the colo-
nial administration or that it was a purely ritual exchange. His comments were occasioned
because kula exchanges had broken down between Tubetube and Woodlark Island, and,
significantly, the local plaintiffs decided to turn to the colonial administrators to find a

78 H.C. Fulton, ‘A list of the recent species of Spondylus Linné, with some notes and description of six new
forms’, Journal of Conchology (1915) 14, pp. 331–8, 353–62.

79 W.R.B. Oliver, ‘The mollusca of the Kermadec Islands’, Transactions and Proceedings of the Royal Society of New
Zealand (1914) 47, pp. 609–568.

80 Kevin Lamprell, Spondylus: Spiny Oyster Shells of the World, Leiden: Brill, 1986, p. 76.
81 On anthropology and history in Kiriwina see Andrew James Connelly, ‘Counting coconuts: patrol reports

from the Trobriand Islands’, unpublished MA thesis, California State University, Sacramento, 2007.
82 On the gold rush see W.A. McGee and G R. Henning, ‘Investment in lode mining, Papua, 1878 to 1920’,

Journal of Pacific History (1990) 25(2), pp. 244–59.
83 Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, Papual Annual Report for the Year 1913–14, [Melbourne]: Albert

J. Muliett, Government Printer for the State of Victoria, 1914, p. 54.
84 Martha Macintyre, ‘Changing paths: an historical ethnography of the traders of Tubetube’, PhD disserta-

tion, Australian National University, 1983.
85 Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, op. cit. (83), p. 31.
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legal solution to this problem. As Higginson recounted, ‘a man of Tubitubi sent two arm-
shells on a trading canoe to a man of Murua [Woodlark] Island asking in return a sailing
canoe’, in what appears to be a clear case of proposed barter.86 The man on Murua sent a
canoe back to Tubetube, but those transporting the vessel delivered it to the wrong per-
son. When the Tubetube person complained, he was sent in recompense a bagi, i.e. the
shell necklace exchanged in kula, but as the carriers travelled with the bagi through the
island of Dobu, three other people came forward to claim that it actually belonged to
them. It was at this point that the bagi was taken by a patrol officer and brought to
Higginson, who was saddled with the task of deciding who needed to be recompensed
and how. In Higginson’s account, some locals attempted to use armshells to engage in bar-
ter, and not in gift exchanges. The Murua Islander’s return gift of a bagi simply performed
the role of compensation by a person who had failed to deliver the promised commodity
of a canoe. From Higginson’s admittedly highly limited perspective, Trobriand Islanders
could use shells both for practical commerce and for symbolic purposes, and the problem
was that they themselves could not always come to an agreement on how such a complex
system worked, at which point colonial law needed to intervene.

If the agents of empire were deeply fascinated by the exchange systems of the Pacific,
the equally intricate Western system of exchanging shells was also well known to the
inhabitants of Melanesia by the 1910s. After all, this was a region of the world that
was frequently visited by European collectors in search of shells and other objects of nat-
ural history and ethnography, as detailed by Buschmann in this issue.87 In German New
Guinea, the Hamburg South Pacific Expedition of 1908–10 extensively documented the
land, freshwater and marine shells present in the region.88 Dutch and British New
Guinea were similarly explored by a number of collectors, and their shells were described
for English audiences in the 1910s by Fulton himself.89 Conchologists also visited the
Trobriand Islands: the British entomologist William Doherty had already assembled an
extensive collection of land shells there in the early 1890s.90 Importantly, the interest
in shells was not limited to a few naturalists. The Australian colonial administration’s
major income in Melanesia, on occasion over 90 per cent of all revenue, came from selling
licenses to pearl traders, who had a strong interest in shells other than pearls. In 1914 in
the Milne Bay area, exports of shells other than the pearl shell amounted to £1,390, some
15 per cent of the pearling exports.91 On Kiriwina in 1916, the trader Edward Auerbach
also engaged in purchasing Trochus shells from the locals because of the high demand
for them in Europe.92

Malinowski himself must have been intimately aware of the strong connections
between pearl traders and the locals involved in kula. He travelled with Auerbach across
the Trobriand Islands in 1916, and he was also friends with the pearl merchant Billy

86 Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, op. cit. (83), p. 31.
87 Buschmann, op. cit. (17).
88 M. Leschke, ‘Mollusken der Hamburger Südsee-Expedition 1908/09 (Admiralitätsinseln, Bismarckarchipel,

Deutsch-Neuguinea). Mit einer Tafel’, Jahrbuch der Hamburgischen Wissenschaftlichen Anstalten (1911) 29(2),
pp. 89–172; see also Rainer Buschmann. ‘Colonizing anthropology: Albert Hahl and the ethnographic frontier
in German New Guinea’, in H. Glenn Penny and Matti Bunzl (eds.), Worldly Provincialisms: German Anthropology
in the Age of Empire, Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2003, pp. 230–55.

89 H.C. Fulton, ‘Notes on a small collection of helicoid land shells from the Shouten Islands, Dutch New
Guinea’, Journal of Molluscan Studies (1916) 12(2–3), pp. 77–8.

90 Edgar A. Smith, ‘Descriptions of new species of land-shells from New Guinea and neighbouring islands’,
Proceedings of the Malacological Society (1897) 2, pp. 286–90.

91 Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, op. cit. (83), p. 36.
92 Report of Patrol to N.W. Coast of Kiriwina Island, Losuia, November 12, 1916, Port Moresby, National
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Hancock. His closest associate was probably the French pearl trader Raphael Brudo, with
whom the kept in touch for decades after his departure. Brudo was an expert at exploiting
the opportunities offered by the commercial exchange of symbolic goods. He acquired and
publicly displayed valuable armshells to boost his own status. As a newspaper article later
recounted, Brudo purchased a pair of armshells for seven pounds early on, and that pair
was still decoratively hanging in his store in 1939, when his son had already taken over
the business.93 Malinowski himself was alert to Brudo’s ability to handle the objects of
kula to make a profit. In Argonauts of the Western Pacific, Malinowski argued that
Trobriand Islanders never mixed barter and kula together, because the kula was a self-
standing system of gift exchange that functioned on its own. Such a separation of barter
and kula was necessary for the functionalist anthropologist to claim that exchange and the
division of labour on the Trobriands were premodern, and not the result of interaction
with Western capitalist commerce. Yet, as his later Coral Gardens came to admit, there
were actually strong connections between pearl trade and the symbolic exchange of
shells, blurring the strong opposition between commodities and gifts.94 Malinowski
explained that European pearl traders often employed locals to work Spondylus shells
into small discs, which they would then sell to the Trobriand Islanders in exchange for
pearls. Symbolic gifts and commerce were just as intimately connected on the Trobriand
Islands as in Victorian England, and it required much creative work on Malinowski’s part
to separate the two. In London and in Melanesia, dealers sold individualized shells to dis-
cerning collectors who wanted to increase their social status by accumulating and gifting
these. The continuous variance in Spondylus shells was so great that specimens could always
be taken to be duplicates of the same species. Yet the craftsmanship of polishing, the art of
carving and the judgement of the naturalist made each of these unique. Social theorists
have long argued that capitalism led to the mass production of identical objects in an
age of mechanical reproduction, a phenomenon they associate with Western society. But
there is an equally plausible argument that, both in the West and in the Pacific, the natural
world was filled with identical objects everywhere. Uniqueness was something that com-
mercially oriented dealers produced, turning objects into individual collectibles for the
sake of status-seeking collectors and of participants in gift exchange.

Conclusion

As the previous sections have shown, the Spondylus shell performed various functions
both in Pacific and Western societies, and in both places they played a crucial role in
the formation of collections of inalienable gifts. And, as we have seen, the shell exchanges
and collections of other cultures were carefully scrutinized by figures such as Ari‘ipaea,
Cuming, Higginson and Malinowski, with each coming up with their own interpretation
of how symbolic and commercial systems could (or could not) interact to make shells
into collectibles. This article therefore reiterates an important point of this special
issue: during an age of imperial expansion, Western naturalists, shell collectors and
anthropologists often occupied the same colonial spaces and competed with each other
for the attention of locals.95 The practices of ethnography and natural history were closely
related, as Mauuarin and Nichols have also emphasized in this issue.96 Arguably, European
naturalists and shell collectors began to develop interpretations of Pacific systems of
exchange before the arrival of anthropologists on the scene, and their interpretations

93 Basil Hall, ‘Trobriand Islands pearl buyers had the game sewn up’, Pacific Islands Monthly (1963) 34, pp. 83–5, 83.
94 See also Young, op. cit. (18), p. 500.
95 Heumann, MacKinney and Buschmann, op. cit. (7).
96 Mauuarin, op. cit. (16); Nichols, op. cit. (15).
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posited Pacific Islanders as commercial agents and not the relics of a protocapitalist past.
Here, my aim was not to prove Malinowski wrong and colonial traders right; instead, the
point was to show the division of labour between merchants and anthropologists. Shell
traders saw markets wherever they went, in the hopes of exploiting these to their own
profit, while anthropologists decided to ignore the effects of Western markets on the soci-
eties that they believed to exist outside time.97

Shells circulated across the globe between societies that relied on a combination of
commercial and gift exchanges everywhere, and they were removed from circulation
for similar, symbolic purposes everywhere. Some Pacific islanders saw an amazing oppor-
tunity in trading useless shells with travellers such as Cuming. They insisted that Cuming
take every single specimen of even the most common seashell, even if these would prove
to be duplicates in European parlance. In London, shell dealers like the Sowerbys relied on
the strategy of individuation to turn as many of these common shells into unique collec-
tibles to sell them at a profit. The scientific authorities of public museums sometimes
went along with such judgements, resulting in the explosion of shell species by the
early twentieth century. Yet, in other cases, when the finances of their museums became
tightened, they were equally willing to reconsider the status of their collections to find
duplicates that one could sell. Throughout the process, the decision to treat an object
as unique or as a duplicate was determined by the relevant sociopolitical context.

WestartedwithDurkheimand it istimetoreturn tohim. ItwasarguablyDurkheim’s takeon
Adam Smith’s concept of the division of labour that spurred Malinowski to begin his explora-
tions of different systems of exchange across the world. For the early Durkheim and for
Malinowski, these systemsofexchangeneeded tobekept separate to seehowthe capitalist div-
ision of labour was the key marker of modern society. Yet, as we have seen through the circu-
lation of the Spondylus, commercial and gift exchanges actually co-evolved in Western and
Pacific societies, supporting each other’s development.98 Such an argument about the connec-
tions of these two systemsmakes it very difficult tomaintain the proposition that freemarkets
are the distinctive characteristic of Western modernity.

As Cuming argued in his diaries, not necessarily correctly, free markets had actually pre-
dated the arrival of Westerners on the islands of Tahiti and Anaa, and the breakdown of
commerce was in fact the result of interventions from corrupt political rulers. Economics
was always dependent on politics. As Veblen would point out, the division of labour was
of limited use when explaining the organization of societal hierarchies. The division of
labour was dependent on the larger issue of how society was divided between those who
needed to engage in commercial exchange to earn a living and those who could engage
in exchanges of gifts, on how some had to end up as dealers of shells and others ended
up as collectors of them, on how some shells ended up in a shop and others in a museum,
and on how people came to an agreement about what counted as a species and what
counted as a variant. The problem of classification was a problem of class.
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